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We are the first and leading
membership organisation for
employers who are committed to
prioritising inclusion and creating
truly inclusive workplaces.
Established in 2011, Inclusive Employers are experts on
workplace inclusion.
We support organisations to be more inclusive and
diverse. In inclusive workplaces all employees are
valued and contribute towards the success of their
organisation.
We operate nationally and globally as leading experts
on workplace inclusion.
We have over 300 member organisations representing
the public, private and third sectors with an
employee reach of well over a million people.

“

Inclusive Employers fully support you
in your inclusion journey and bring
the best out in your organisation.

Championing
Everyday
Inclusion
We support employers to create
inclusive workplaces that are
representative of their communities,
where all colleagues feel valued and can
contribute their skills and ideas fully so
that their organisation can prosper.
Members have access to consultancy,
training, thought leadership, webinars
and resources that support them to
make inclusion an everyday reality in
their organisations.

In 2021...
We were
commissioned by

548

organisations to help
them make inclusion
an everyday reality.

We welcomed

We delivered

organisations as
Inclusive Employers
members.

4497
learning hours
through webinars.

“

Very responsive and helpful
with any queries, big or
small. Love the resources
and top tips guides!

136

136

people started a
CMI accredited
qualification with us.

54

organisations made
steps towards achieving
the Inclusive Employers
Standard.

Our services that
enable Everyday
Inclusion

Membership
We provide employers with innovative
inclusion and diversity solutions and best
practice through tailored expert support.
As a member you will have access to a wide
range of benefits including on-tap expert
advice from your dedicated account manager.
You will have access to our weekly webinar
programme and our comprehensive and
expanding bank of inclusion and diversity
resources across the full spectrum of
inclusion topics.

Webinar programme
Our members receive five free places on all
of our webinars. These webinars, open to
members and non members, are coordinated
with the diversity calendar and cover a broad
range of inclusion topics. They showcase
thought leadership and offer practical steps
for your inclusion practices.

Qualifications
and courses
We offer three levels of Chartered
Management Institute (CMI) accredited courses
to support and inspire inclusion learning,
whatever stage of your career you are at.
Whether you’re a network lead, inclusion ally,
I&D or HR professional, or a business leader, we
have a learning solution for you.

Consultancy
All employers face different challenges so we’ll
work in partnership with you to understand your
organisation’s inclusion objectives. After getting
to know your organisation, workforce and culture
we can review and develop strategies, cultures
and systems that will create inclusive working
environments.
Examples of consultancy include writing I&D
strategies and action plans, inclusive recruitment,
pay gap consultancy and policy reviews.

Inclusive Employers
Standard Accreditation
Become accredited as an inclusive employer.
Our inclusion accreditation, the Inclusive
Employers Standard (IES), is a fantastic
opportunity to measure, review and celebrate
your organisation’s inclusion achievements. We
incorporate a feedback process that is action
focused and goal orientated, to ensure you are
supported to develop your inclusion agenda.

Inclusion and diversity
training
We provide bespoke training and workshops
to suit the needs of your organisation. We’ll
work with you to develop an outcome
focused inclusion training plan that will include
innovative techniques to engage delegates,
through blended learning approaches..

Become an Inclusive Employers
Member
Membership with Inclusive Employers gives you access to expert inclusion and diversity
support from established leaders in the field. We’re trusted by over 300 of the UK’s largest
organisations to be their inclusion and diversity partner, supporting them to make inclusion
an everyday reality.

Our approach
We work in partnership with our members and have a collaborative approach that is
informed by listening. You might be at the beginning of your inclusion journey or a highly
experienced I&D professional – our approach is to support you whatever stage you are
at. We will tailor our expert support and knowledge to provide you with confidence and
practical advice.
You will have a dedicated account manager who will really get to know you, so we
can respond dynamically to your needs and help you to maximise the value of your
membership. You will have the opportunity of monthly catch ups so you can review
progress and ensure you’re up to date with our latest resources and webinars.
You will also have access to our Members Desk to support with questions, research queries
or resource requests. We also create opportunities for networking between members, like
Members United – a space to share knowledge, learning and grow together.

“

What I love about the team at IE is how approachable and
‘Human’ you all are - this makes working with you a positive
experience. Behind the personable approach however is true
trusted credibility which is invaluable.

Benefits of Membership
Inclusion and Diversity
webinar programme

Member-only inclusion
and diversity resources

Our webinar programme offers
240+ hours of learning per year.
Membership includes five places
on every webinar, for you and your
team, and we aim to deliver at least
48 webinars a year. The programme
complements the inclusion and
diversity calendar, targets emerging
issues and hot topics in inclusion
and diversity and is responsive to
evolving member needs.

Membership includes access to
the member’s area of the Inclusive
Employers website, where you can
download factsheets, resource
packages and top tips. These
range on topics from ‘A Guide to
Sustainable Staff Networks’ and
‘Sexual Harassment Package’ to
resources that support events in
the diversity year e.g. LGBT+ History
Month, Black History Month,
International Women’s/Men’s days.

Plus
• Expert inclusion and diversity
advice on tap from a dedicated
account manager.
• An “inhouse” training session or
half-day of specialist consultancy.
• Discounts on:
- CMI Inclusion and Diversity
Qualifications
- Inclusive Employers Standard
inclusion accreditation
- Mental Health and First
Aid training

• Everyday Inclusion, our weekly
members’ newsletter.
• Access to our Members Desk for
research queries and the ability
to canvas other members with a
question or problem.
• Opportunities to network with
other member organisations via
our community, Members United,
and to participate in major
projects.

“

Partnering with Inclusive Employers feels like being part
of a community. It’s about having external perspective and
expertise to call upon to test our approaches or help us
overcome our challenges. It’s like having a friend you can trust,
to be honest with you, to support you, and to energise you.

Types of Membership*
Inclusive Employers offer two tiers of membership: Corporate or Partnership.
Whatever your needs, our goal is to enable members to grow and develop, and
through our solution-focused approach we will ensure your inclusion challenges
are understood and overcome.

Corporate Membership
Our Corporate Membership offer includes all of the benefits listed on
the previous page.

Partnership Membership
In addition to our Corporate Membership benefits, our Partnership
Membership offer includes seven days of consultancy. Partnership
membership gives you time and expertise to deep dive into specific
inclusion challenges your organisation is facing – do you need support
to create and roll-out your inclusion and diversity strategy, reviewing
and writing policy, or a culture review?
* We adapt and improve our member offer from time to time so always check the latest information on the
membership pages of our website where more details of the offer are provided.

91%

of our members are
very or extremely
satisfied with their
Inclusive Employers
membership
Membership Survey March 2021

For more information please email us or visit our website.

“

I always find with Inclusive Employers’ webinars you get
genuine experts presenting tangible actions that can be
used to achieve genuine change.

Inclusive Employers
Standard

Inclusive
Employers
Standard

Our Inclusive Employers Standard is a step-by-step, evidence-based accreditation tool.
It provides organisations with an opportunity to become accredited as an inclusive employer
and provides a framework for setting and writing your inclusion & diversity strategy. Put
simply, it’s the best way of checking how much of an inclusive employer your organisation is.
Participating employers demonstrate their work in six areas of Inclusion & Diversity, known
as the six pillars:

Inclusive
Employers
Standard
Engage

“

The process was really straightforward and
easy to complete, and it was really useful to
hear the feedback provided by the Inclusive
Employers team – their insight helped us to
understand which areas we could improve
on and where we excelled.

Equip

Empower

Embed

Evaluate

Evolve

They receive in-depth, confidential
feedback and practical recommendations
(alongside being awarded a Gold, Silver
or Bronze banding) that enable them to
understand what’s going well and where
they need to focus their efforts.

Why participate?

Organisations at an early stage in their
inclusion journey that are not yet
ready to seek accreditation can benefit
from the Inclusive Employers Standard
Foundation Assessment.

• Helps you to understand in very practical
terms what ‘good’ looks like across your
organisation, what is and isn’t working,
and what you need to do in order to get
it right

The Foundation is flexible in that it can
be undertaken at any point in the year.
It offers an external review of
your current inclusion programme
with structured feedback and
recommendations for next steps.

• Provides impartial, objective evidence
to persuade senior management to invest
in business improvement

• Become an accredited Inclusive Employer
organisation
• Assists with developing an action plan
or diversity & inclusion strategy

• Compare your performance with
organisations
• Measures progress and rewards innovation.

For more information please email us or visit our website.

Inclusion & Diversity
Qualification Courses

Level 6 Certificate in Inclusion
At Inclusive Employers, we want to enable inclusioneers to truly progress their careers in
inclusion and diversity. Since 2017, we have teamed up with the Chartered Management
Institute (CMI) to provide our specialist Inclusion and Diversity Qualifications.
Ready for a new challenge?
• Would you love to be able to show your credentials in creating inclusive and
diverse workplaces and cultures?
• Are you (or do you hope to be) able to influence organisational change and
set strategy?
• Do you want to heighten the profile of our profession?
• Are you ready to expand your mind and outlook?
The five-day programme investigates the business case for inclusion and deep dives into
topics such as the barriers to inclusion, legislation, benchmarking, strategy best practice
and leadership theory and models. The course concludes with action learning in which
we’ll problem solve real-life urgent issues within your organisation.
The course is exploratory, interactive and designed to ensure you are equipped to
engage your organisation in inclusion and create meaningful cultural change.
The programme runs regularly throughout the year.
We also offer Level 5 and Level 4 courses, please see our website for further information.
For more information please email us or visit our website.

“

Steven is a brilliant facilitator who guided us with ease.
His in-depth knowledge of the subject ensured that each
participant was able to be fully engaged and catered for via
the virtual classroom.
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